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A neli' technical booklet "Steel Gables and Arches" is
no 11' available to a"chitects and engineers. It includes easyto-use tables and design e:ramples of gables and arches
designed in A36 steel.
The section on gables presents design data on single
span 1linned-base l'ir/id fmmes fabricated of stmight prismatic steel sections in a range of spans from 50 to 150
feet in steps of 10 feet. In each .~pan, column heights are
varied between 12 feet and 20 feet in increments of 2 feet.
Fo,- each span and column hdght, data a'-e .qiven for flat
roofs as well as slopes of 3 on 12,6 on 12, and 9 on 12.
A"ches which are two-hinged and ci,.cular are covered
in the combination of spans, rise-to-span ratios and combination of loads which satisfy most building requirements.
You,. copy of this technical booklet is available,
without cost to you, from YOUI' local A ISC "egional engineer 01' upon your written request to AISC headqua,·ters,
New York.
A
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CLARIFICATION:

The following clarification is made in the sketch entitled "Acceptable Defects" in the al·ticle "New Welding
Specification Sets Radiographic Standards for Bridges"
in the thi"d quarter of 1963 issue MODERN STEEL CONSTRUCTION. The notation "Max ." preceding the "2-%"
Long Fusion Deject." and the "%" Long Fu... ion Deject."

should be eliminated. Actually an individual defect of as
much as 1f2" long could occur in a I1f2" plate."
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LONG SPAN PRIZE BRIDGE, fOR BRIDGES WITH
SPANS 400 fEET OR MORE
hwilton·Queenlton Bridge, o ... er the Niagaro Ri ...er
between Lewiston, New York and Queenlton, Ontario.
Ow"er: Niagara Falls Bridge Commi .. ion.
Duilne,.: Hardelty & Hanover.
Fabricator : Bethlehem Steel Company .

MEDIUM SPAN PRIZE 8RIDGE, fOR BRIDGES WITH
FIXED SPANS UNDER 400 FEET AND COSTING
MORE THAN $500,000
South fork Eel Ri .... r Bridle a' Meye,. flat ,
Humbaldt County, Califo,nia.
Owner: State of California .
o.ligner: Sto'e of California
fabricotar ~ Independen' Iron Worl".

SHORT SPAN PRIZE BRIDGE, fOR BRIDGES WITH
FIXED SPANS COSTING LESS THAN $500,000
Park.r Bridge , Yakima County, Walhington .
Owne,: Yakima Coun,y .
Deligner : Home, M. Hadley , Conlulting Engin.e r.
Fabricotor: United Con"ete Pipe Co.

T
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Eleven steel bridges were honored as
the most beautiful opened to traffic during 1962, by the American Institute of
Steel Construction, the national association representing the structura l steel
fabricating industry.
The jury selected Prize Winners in
each of four categories and seven
Award s of Merit from the 75 entries reo
ceived by the Institute in its annual
Prize Bridge Competition.
The jury was composed of: William

J. H. Hough of Harbeson, Hough, livingston and Larson, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Th omas C. Kavanagh of PraegerKavanagh-Waterbury, New York City;
Harry R. Powell, Harry R. Powell and
Associates, Seattle, Washington; Michael
Rapuano, Clarke and Rapuano, Inc., New
York City; and Perry Rathbone, Museum
of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts.
In commenting on the entries, the
jury felt that prescribed bridge standards limit engineers in making full use

of steel's strength, aesthetic appeal and .
economy. Sho rt and med ium spa n
bridges up to 400 feet are the most
severely penalized by th ese limitations,
some of wh ich are outmoded.
Speaking as chairman of the jury,
Thomas C. Kavanagh stated :
"There needs to be a relaxa tion of
some mandatory bridge standards
to allow more imaginative designs
wh ich are possi ble today with new,

MOVABLE SPAN PRIZE BRIDGE

Ge orgiana Slough Bridge,
Walnut Gro .... , California.
Owner : Sacramento County, California.
Deli g"er: Sacramento County , Calif.
Fabricator: Kaiser 5t•• 1 Compony.

FIRST AWARD OF MERIT -

LONG SPAN

BRIDGES WITH SPANS 400 FEET OR MORE

•

Cart Cre.k Bridge, Dogsett County ,
Northeast.," Utah.
Owne r: Utah State Deportmut of Highway • .
Dnisner: St'UC'uru Division.
Utah Stat. De partment of Highways.
fobricator: American Bridge Division,
U. S. $t•• 1 Corporation.

AWARD OF MERIT -

LONG SPAN BRIDGES

WITH SPANS 400 FEET OR MORE

Flaming Gorge h.-rvair Bridge (pip.'ine),
Gr.en River, Wyoming.
Owner: EI Paso Natural Gas Company .
Designers : Matthe ws, Kenan and Eden .
Fabricator: Allison Steel Manufatturing
Company.

•

AWARD OF MERIT - SHORT SPAN BRIDGES
WITH FIXED SPANS COSTING lESS THAN $SOO,
Middle Fork Smith River Bridge,
Cr.scent City , California .
Owner : Stat. of California .
Designer: Stat. of California.
Fabricator : Vinnell Ste. 1 Co.

•

advanced bridge concepts and new,
higher strength steels."
The four Prize Bridges will have stainless stee l plaques affi xed to th em as a
permanent tribute to their designers for
combining aesthetics and utility in
gra cefu l rive r crossi ngs. The designers,
owners, and fabricators of the Prize
Bridges and Awards of Merit will receive
certificates attesting to the selection of
th e bridges.

FIRST AWARD Of MERIT - MEDIUM SPAN

BRIDGE~

WITH FIXED SPANS UNDER 400 FEET AND
COSTING MORE THAN $500,000

Int.,.tol. 64 Bridge, Franll#ort, Ken,ud,y .
Owner: Commonwealth of Kentucky.
D.,ign.r: Division of Bridge.,
Kentvd,y Deportment of Hi,hwoy •.
Fabricator: Americon Bridge Division,
U. S. St •• ' Corporation .

•

AWARD OF MERIT - MEDIUM SPAN BRIDGES ~
WITH fiXED SPANS UNDER 400 FEET AND
COSTING MOR' THAN $500,000
Ely.ion Viaduct Bridge, los Angel •• , California .
Owner : SIal. of Colifo,n io.
D.,iuner: Slot. of California.
Fabricator : Ka is.r St •• I Compon)'.

FIRST AWARD OF MERIT - SHORT SPAN BRIDGES
WITH FIXED SPANS COST LESS THAN $SOO,OOO
South-to-W •• I Romp Milwauk •• Stad ium
Inl."hong •• Milwa .... Ic ••• Wileonlin
Own.r: Milwo .... lc_ Co .... nty Exp,." Comminion
ond Wi.con.in Stat. Highway Commlnion
O•• ign.,. : Howord . N ••dl •••
Tamm.n & aerg endoff.
fab, icotor: C. Hun.clc. Co
fiRST AWARD Of MERIT - MOVABLE
SPAN BRIDGES
aridS. o..,.r So"th Bronch of th. Elilob.th
Ri .... r. abo"t 3 mil •••o .... th of Norfolk.
Norfolk County. Virginia ,
Own.r: Commonw. olth of Virginia
D.pattm. nt of Highway •• Richmond . Virginia
D..ign.,.: Hard •• ,y I Honov.,.
fabricotor Am.,ican B,idS. Divi.ion.
U, S St.. 1 Corpora'ion

Structural Steel

Pr(lmi~lg

Facilitates
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By Marcel Breuer,
FAIA.
The Torrington Manufacturing Company, faced with the need to expand
manufacturing facilities of its machine
Division, last year purchased a densely
wooded, sloping site of about 60 acres
on the outer edge of Torrington, Connecticut.
The Machine Division, which makes
strip and wire forming machinery, was

bursting the seams of its flood-ravaged,
turn-of-the-century quarters and constantly fighting a production line which
more closely followed the flow of the
river than that of orderly manufacturing
operations. To design its new building,
the Company turned to Marcel Breuer
and Associates, who had previously built
assembly plants for their Air-Impeller
Division in Oakville, Canada; Van Nuys,
California; Rochester, Indiana and
Brussels, Belgium.

In choosing its site, the Company
sought more than raw space for expansion and selected a forest setting of
considerable beauty. The preservation

6

of trees and rocky landmarks was part
of the program from the outset. The
setting has been further enhanced since
construction for the benefit of their staff
by the addition of shade trees in the
midst of the 160-car parking lot, picnic
tables and boccei courts in a nearby
clearing.
Siting 72,000 sq It of single-level
factory space on the gentle slope was
dictated by the requirement to make
provision for the possibility of a threefold expansion with minimum earthwork
and tree destruction. A large trucking
yard is provided adjacent to one long
side of the factory from which trailer
trucks are able to choose between semisheltered dock delivery, complete pit
entry under a crane (truck bed and factory floor at the same level), or entry at
grade onto the floor Itself.
The structure is completely framed
of rolled steel members with height
under beams and column spacing determined by an analysis of the shop opera-

tion and the economic use of standard
steel sections. Height is 19 1t-5 in. under
the lowest girder dictated by the reo
quired hook height of the cranes. The
resulting overall height permits free
movement of large machinery in all
reqUired directions with a margin to
cover a possible increase in size of

future products. Those spaces which do
not require the factory height are
grouped together under a lower roof,
creating the front section of the building, and include administrative offices,
laboratory space, engineering drafting
rooms, staff washrooms and cafeteria.
Centrally located between the production floor and sales-engineering offices is a research laboratory outfitted
for the confidential development of
machines specialized to the needs of
particular customers.

To sheath the basic structure, porce- •
lain enameled aluminum siding was

selected for its low maintenance cost
and flexibility in connection with future

,.
)

•
expansion. The white finish provides a
contrast to the darkness of the surrounding forest. The fluted siding has been
used in continuous vertical sections
throughout. Wherever openings were

required, they are full height thus exposing the steel structure in combina tion with black brick, grey asbestos
panels, aluminum sash and trim. The
rather bizarre assembly of roof-mounted

Designer: Marcel Breuer, FAIA, Architect
Robert F. Gatje, AlA, Associate
Engineering and Supervision:

Westcott and Mapes, Inc.
General Contractor: Oneglia and Gerrasini, Inc.,
Torrington, Connecti cut
Structural Steel Fabricator: Berlin Steel Construction Co.,
Berlin, Connecticut

mechanical equipment has been painted
a uniform lemon yellow producing a
particularly brilliant silhouette against
the blue sky.
Within the factory, against a background of black structural steel and
machines in basic colors, the ceiling of
galvanized corrugations and the natural
concrete block partitions are enlivened

•

by vari -colored utility lines. Industrial
fluorescents provide the desirable level
of illumination for shop operation. The
company requested no windows in the
manufacturing space itself - a decision
based

on

previous experiences with

other plants. A few panels of glass over
pass-doors serve employee psychological needs to permit them to check
weather and to keep in touch with the
outs ide.
The interior of the office is lighted by
large north windows with a view to the
woods. Fluorescent units are mounted
in a wooden grid floating below the level
of air-conditioning ducts, utility pipes
and conduits - all of which have been
"painted out" in dull charcoal, including the sprayed-on, acoustic insulation
which completely covers the interior
steel frame and the underside of the
roof deck. Office partitions, whether full
or half-height, are bracketed between

... Free m01.'t'mrnt at large machhlcTY in any dirl'ction it prrmitted by
the mOTC thall 19 It clear height.
E.rpo.ed .tntell/ruillteei add. dignity olld informality to thr j'lt('riIlT .
..... Large notth ll'i1ldoll'. prol'idc good light alld a t'lrll' IO!I"ard. tht U'OOd8.

-

floor and grid with friction connections

that do not mar when partitions must be
removed. Partitions themselves are of

•

natural wood and black pressed-wood
paneling. Only the partition around the
chief executive's office is carried to
the structural ceiling. The furnishings
are white, grey, and black. The cafeteria
has a sky-blue wall : and filing cabinets
are color-coded.

7
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THE NEW PRUDENTIAL C
Damned by some, praised by most,
Boston's new Prudential Center may well
create a building and business renaissance in a long-time blighted area.
Dominating the 31.3-acre site is the
52-story, 750-1t Prudential tower, the
tallest building in the U. S. outside
Manhattan, surrounded by smaller structures much as the nobles tombs huddled
around the Pharaoh's large pyramids.
The area was for many years the unsightly yards for the New York CentralBoston and Albany Railroads. To the
north is the fashionable Back Bay section of handsome brick and brownstone
residencesj to the east, commercial

buildings; to the south a once-fashionable area, now a rundown slum; to the
west, the Mother Church of Christ,

8

Scientist and a culture center composed
of famous Symphony hall, Northeastern
University; and beyond, the Museum of
Fine Arts.
The site is mostly filled land where
the water table rises and falls with the
tide. Sheet piling forms a coffer-dam
around the buildings to seal off the
water during construction. The tower is
supported by 144 drilled-in caissons
driven to rock an average of 150 ft below grade. Sockets were drilled 16 to
24 It into rock to receive the piling.
Unit stress in end bearing at the bottom of the sockets is 70 tons per sq It.
All the caissons consist of half-inch
steel shells 30 inches in diameter. Within are 14WF column cores impacted
with 4000-psi concrete. The caissons are

capped with 8~-ft-thick grid slabs to
support the grillages of the huge
columns.
The tower structure is completely
isolated by expansion joints from the
rest of the project. Of conventional steel
frame design, it was shop-riveted and
field bolted and was erected in just over
six months. There are 20 and 21-ft bays
in the east-west axis by five 35-1t bays
in the north-south, to form a box 150 x
175 It in plan .
Because the tower is not surrounded
by any other high buildings such as in
New York City. special attention had
to be given to wind pressures, especi- •

ally because of its squarish shape. In
1957 when the structural design was
started, Edwards & Hjorth, New York

Structural Ellgincers Edward. and H jorth
pOBses. the special background of hlOwledge
"'id experience to dcsign jor th~ uJlusual
11.:i'tulloadiJlU problem on th1,750 foot tower.

tion due to dead and live loads. Only 48
columns support the tower, so that with
the magnitude of wind forces used for
the design, a situation of fairly high
wind moments had to be accommodated
by a limited number of connections. The
wind design for moment distribution is
on the basis of the cantilever method.
In the north-south direction a slight
modification from this system had to
be made because the girders on the 35ft span were controlled by the dead and
live-load requirements rather than windload requirements.

Haunched beams were used in many
instances on the first through 22nd
floors. Their design maintained sufficient depths for connection requirements and building stiffness yet permitted maximum ceiling heights as well
as passage of mechanical ducts without
excessive holes in the girders. The
beams were 24WF130's, cut just below
the fillet of the bottom flange six feet
from the end. Stiffener plates were
added to avoid any tendency towards
deformation.

ENTER

The tower is sheathed with gray and
green structural glass set in aluminum
grills. The 10,000 fixed windows are
cleaned from a 42-ft motorized platform
swung from the 51st floor. From the
50th floor observation deck and the
52nd floor gourmet restaurant the
viewer can see nearly 100 miles on a
clear day_ Mechanical floors are located
at floors 12, 21, 31, 41 and 51A reflecting moat surrounds the tower_
It is 25-ft wide, with 20,000 sq ft of
water 18-in deep. To give the illusion
of greater depth, the great tub is coated
with deep blue ceramic tile. Beneath
the pool are three subterranean levels
of parking and services. Circulation and
filtration of the water is provided for
cleanliness, and, to allow for yeararound operation, a hot water heating
unit is included in the circulation
system.
Four bridges cross the pool to connect the tower to spacious plazas and
courts. Four commercial buildings surround the periphery. On the east and
west, promenade decks are supported

o.

Toppillg+Out near.
iroll1vorkf'TS
ludPlU ji1lai.ted illto piau.

structural engineers. contacted the

Boston weather bureau for a history of
wind velocities and their frequencies.
On the basis of this 24-year history and
the use of seventh-root law for the variation of wind velocities with height
above ground, design pressures were

arrived at acceptable to the City and
the engineers.
Boston's building code requires a 20Ib wind load, but because of the special
problems for such a high tower, the
steel frame was designed for a varying
wind pressure starting at 36 psf at the
roof and tapering to 20 psf at the ninth
floor and below.
•

As the wind connections were of the

split-beam type, the engineers realized
a degree of fixity in the girder connec-
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from the frames of these two-story
bu ildings. An interesting feature is that
the decks are cantilevered 30 ft to the
tower around the light wells above the
re flecting pool.
Also included within the 31 acres
is the Boston War Memorial Auditori um
which has facilities for convention and
exhibits as well as facilities for grand
opera and ballet. It boasts a 37-toncapacity elevator to move trucks to the
Convention floor unloading exhibits
directly.
The Hotel America, a 10 12-room
hotel, is being built by Prudential but
will be operated by the Hotel Corporation of America. Adjacent and connected
is a four-story wing with ballroom, audi-

0/ the tontI/wi beam to col,wllt u'ind connections.

Boston and Albany railroad posed some
structural problems. The main line of
the railroad runs diagonally beneath
the north plaza of the Center in a 51O-ft
long x 132-ft wide right of way tunnel.
Also running in the tunnel will be the extension of the Massachusetts toll road
which has its terminus connecting with
the southeast expressway at South Station one mile to the east.
The Center has its own ri ng road to
handle local traffic which feeds from
city streets and the turnpike exit into
outside parking space and interior
garages for 3000 cars.
Master planner for the 100 million
dollar plus project is Charles Luckman
Associates, New York. Hoyle, Doran &

torium and other meeti ng rooms, as well

Berry, Boston, are associate architects

as a full size rooftop swimmi ng pool.
Building over the main line of the

on the tower, and prime architects for
the City Auditorium. According to the

10
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Luckman office, "The architectural
thinking behind this use of land is not
only to provide a proper setting for people but to enhance the visual impact of
. .. New England's tallest and largest
structure . . .. Of the II -acre tower si te,
nearly five acres are reserved for beautification of the 200 x 1000 ft plaza."
To some Bostonians, the huge com plex is out of place to the financial and
physical scale of the city. Its very location away from the main commercial
area is a calculated gamble on the future of the area. However, with the
building more than 50 per cent occupied, the gamble seems likely to pay
off. If the future is charted shrewdly by •
its business and political leaders, the
huge tower can truly be a monume nt to
careful planning.

I·

•

The new municipal parking deck for
Mount Vernon, New York is steel framed.
Previously, prestressed and reinforced
concrete were the acknowledged mao
terials, since three of the recently built
parking decks in nearby White Plains
have been of this material. The engi·
neer, Leo Zamory, of Mount Vernon
found structural steel to be the best
solution to this parking deck. Mr. Zamory
found the new AISC Specifications and
high strength steels cause for reevaluating past cost studies.
Multi-decking the parking lot located

PARKING
TRENDS
REVERSED

in the center of Mount Vernon's Civic

•

Buildings Complex had to be constructed
quickly, economically, and be in keeping
with the colonial character of the surrounding buildings. The use of structural steel columns, girders, and beams
proved to be the most suitable. A construction schedule was arranged so as to
present access to the site for excavation
and foundation work until the structural
steel was being shipped from the mill
to the fabricator. Excavation and foundation work were scheduled to be performed concurrently with the fabrication
of the structural members. By the time
erection was started the foundation work

had been completed, the area back filled
and graded, and the crushed stone base
placed and rolled with only the column
anchor bolts projecting. Over three hundred tons of steel, which had been carefully detailed and fabricated were ready
for immediate erection upon delivery to
the site. The steel was erected within
five days. By the end of the sixth week
of actual field operation the 200' x 200'
three level structure was completely
framed and ready to receive the composite-form floor. With this compositeform there was no waiting time for the

Based on ltsiJlg Jlflt' AISC speci/icatioJl and high strcngth IJtrf'i1J pallt ('ost
steel framing 1("0' .f'/('ciccl aJld a it'end 1(.'0' reverscd .

1ft "die,

poured concrete to build up strength, no
need for stripping forms and no need for
reshoring structural members to permit
continuity of operation as is the case
with timber forms. Bethlehem's V-45
high strength steel was used permitting
the use of an allowable working stress
as high as 29,000 psi. Understandably,
the cost per ton was higher but the savings in tonnage was considerable.
This parking deck provides parking
for 316 vehicles with each parking stall
nine feet wide with a cost per car of
$1,430. It is important to realize that
this figure includes the cost of one
thousand square feet of office space
which includes ceilings and heating and
also includes outside roadwork. There-

fore. the actual cost per car is less than
$1,400. Note also the colonial appearance of the parking deck with its brick
facade, cast stone sills, copings, wrought
iron railings and work trim around the
entrance.
This building also contained a unique
method of snow removal. A two story
high snow "bin" eqUIpped with special
heater coils at the ground floor is within the walls to melt the snow. The water
flows through the floor drains.

were T{,(,l'O/lwtcd. Rc,"lt

•
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ST. LOUIS

ARCH
Test a..emblJl 0/ the fir.t 0/1.6.1 .tai1lIe.. steel.andwich

.ection. that will/onn the Arch. Pitt.buTllh-De. Moine.

Ar~hitl'('

Steel Company i'fabricating and erecting the .tructure.

Etro Saarinfn '/J model 01 Goieu'uy Arrh
indicate. hO f.f-' the full·sized, 630-/oot-high flied monument
ldillook wltrn it i. completed ill lutr J90".

Rising spectacularly on the bank of
the Mississippi River is a gleaming steel
arch to commemorate the westward expansion that helped to make America
great. To be known as the Gateway
Arch, the 630-foot-high steel structure
is scheduled to be completed early in
1965.
Designed by the late Eero Saari nen
as the theme structure for the Jefferson
National Expansion Memorial in St.
Louis, the arch will not only honor America's pioneers to an estimated 3,000,000
visitors a year but will stand as a tribute
to the skill and ingenuity of modern
pioneers in the construction, fabrication
and materials industries.
The elegant Gateway Arch, shaped in
4,751 tons of various modern steels,
will disclose to the viewer none of the
complex engineering that gives the arch
strength and permanence behind its
sparkling stainless steel skin. For example, unlike the Eiffel Tower the arch
has no structural skeleton because the
steel skin is itself stressed to carry gravity and wind loads to the ground.
The arch takes its basic shape from
an inverted, weighted catenary curve.

which can be expressed mathematically.
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The arch legs are triangular in section to
provide greater structural strength. Both
the height and the span are 630 ft.
Given the arch's soaring curve, conventional elevator arrangements lor
sight-seers were impossible so an eightcapsule (car) train following a curved
hatchway in each leg was developed.
This will be supplemented by elevators
in the relatively straight portion of each
leg rising to a height of 370 ft.
Squeezing trains, elevators and stairs
into the decreasing triangular cross sec-

tion was a complex engineering problem. Not only was space a problem but
the triangu lar leg sections had to be
made strong enough to take gravity,
transportation equipment and wind
loads.
To this end, the arch has a doubleskin steel wall with space between
outer and inner skins varying from 36
in. at the base to 7% in. at a height of
400 ft. From there to the top this spacing remains constant. The inner skin is
%-i nch-thick type A-7 carbon steel, except in the corners where I'li>-inch-thick
steel is used for greater stiffness.
To sheathe the arch with its outer
skin, the fabricators required the largest

quantity of stainless steel ever ordered .
for one job: 160,000 square feet of V.inch plate, the largest plates measuring
6 by 18 feet. The mills polished the type
304 stainless plates to a No. 4 finish .
To the 300-100t mark the space with in the double-skin wall is filled with con crete, forming a composite section stiffening the arch against wind forces.
Stiffness is especially critical in this
lower half of the arch because a small
movement here would result in a much
larger movement at the top. Sway of
the arch at the crown is calculated to be
about 18 in. with a design wind load 01
155 mph .
To prevent wind loads on the arch
from generating tension stresses in the
concrete, the core is post-tensioned in
the outer corners of the arch. At ground
level, 126 high-strength alloy steel bars
tension each corner of the structure.
This is stepped off and decreased to 76
tendons per corner at the top of the con crete core. In addition, post-tensioning
bars are added in the intrados of the
arch to overcome tension stresses induced by wind action parallel to the
arch plane.
•
Incorporated in the arch's design are
the results of wind tunnel tests undertaken by the late D. B. Steinman in 1948

e

Crnpt'r d e rri~k rai,e, 1 f ·/oot-hil1h seetion J OT placement
on lIorllt. leQ 0/ the arch. .

e

e

to identify the wind pressure and suction distribution over the length of the
arch due to varying wind direction. Addi tionally. a wind vibration investigation
was made by Severud-Elstad-Krueger,
and was confirmed by a computer analysis undertaken by Fairchild Stratos Corp.
The results showed that due to the con tinuous dimensional change of the
arch section there is no wind velocity
which can cause the arch to resonate
over its total length. Because of its tri angular cross section, the arch also has
excellent resistance to torsion moments
induced by wind.
In addition to vertical post-tensioning,
high-strength steel bolts apply a squeezing force to the concrete core of the wall
IIsandwich," creating a friction bond.
The bolts are attached to l-shaped con nectors held by studs welded to the
inner face of the stainless steel outer
skin. The bolts pass through holes in the
carbon steel inner skin where they are
held in place by nuts. For local bending,
the outer and inner skins act as the top
and bottom flanges of a beam, providing a stressed-skin action comparable
ta modern aircraft design _
From the top of the composite section to the crown of the arch all direct
compressive loads are carried by the

StijJleg dt' rrick riritlt Oil . tn l t rack. atta ched to
ex trados /arc 01 til e areh /rg.

outer stainless steel skin and the inner
carbon steel skin. Vertical steel diaphragms on two-foot centers connect
the two skins and serve as stiffeners to
prevent buckling of the inner skin. Steel
angles spaced halfway between each
diaphragm stiffen the outer skin. The
stiffeners and vertical diaphragms are
interrupted at each field splice and do
not contribute to arch action .
To handle the shop welding, the fabricator designed and built two housesize welding fixtures, one for butt weld ing carbon steel inner shell plates and
filleting angles to them, the other larger one - for butt welding stainless
sheathing plates.
The stainless steel welding fixture
has grooved copper backup bars and
hydraulically powered copper holddowns
to align and flatten the plates during
welding. An automatic, consumable electrode head welds the longest joints full
depth at 42 ipm with a 1116 inch type
308 wire and a sh ielding mixture of 75%
argon, 25% CO, gas.
Workers handle plates easily in this
welding fixture because the plates move
on free-rolling steel balls spaced every
3 feet To lift the limp plates after welding without kinking them, special sling
yokes were made for the cranes. The

largest plates - for the base sections of
the arch - measure 12 x 54 feet.
Welded plates are turned over and
moved by crane to a work table where a
specially designed friction saw accurately cuts them to size_ This rig has a
framework of stru ctural steel carrying a
15-hp Stone abrasive saw mounted on
tracks. At one end is a Graham variablespeed drive that pulls the saw along the
tracks with a bicycle chain. An overhead
crane lifts the center and aligns it with
the layout marks. Once started by an
operator the saw makes the cut automatically. It can make cuts as long as
27 ft or cut plates up to 4 inches thick.
While on this same table, the panel is
laid out for the locations of l -bars, and
operators using templates weld rows of
studs to the stainless steel. The l -bars
are fastened to the 5/ 16-inch stainless
steel studs with carbon steel nuts tightened to 221'2 ft-Ib with a torque wrench.
The finished arch will have 260,000 of
these studs.
Inner and outer steel walls are then
assembled with tie bolts extending from
the l -bars on the stainless panel through
holes in the carbon steel panel. The
bolts hold the two walls together and
permit adjustments for flatness - the
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In,ide the leg 0/ the lied Gateway Arclt ar
temporary , tnu!ture. w hich are removed a, .eclion.
are completed and new O,tt. are added .

exterior surface has to be flat within
J,i, inches in any 8 feet.
Completed sections are then loaded
on gondola cars for the trip to St. Louis.
Two sandwich wall sections ride side by
side on a car, their stainless sides facing each other but held apart by steel
uprights covered with wood and neoprene. To secure each section, steel
rods are welded to wales on the carbon
steel plates and to the steel sides of the
cars. At the job site, cranes equipped
with a tubular steel spreader bar place
the arch sections upright in a specially
constructed steel storage area.
For assembly, a crane moves three
steel wall sections onto a 56 x 125-foot
concrete welding pad nearby. To shield
welding operations, the pad is equipped
with a 20-foot-high, 56 x 60-foot steel
framed shelter covered with corrugated
galvanized sheets. Canvas tarps that can
be raised and lowered protect the ends.
The entire structure rides on wheels and
shuttles back and forth over the welding
pad as successive sections of the Arch
are assembled.
Both legs of the arch, acting like freestanding cantilevers, are being erected
simultaneously. The cantilever erection
method eliminates scaffolding. To resist
wind loads during erection, a steel stabilization truss will connect the free standing cantilevers at approx. 530 ft.

Model .hou', how cra ne ,dtll l OO-foo t boom 1(.'ill ride
.U-bJl-S!-/oot p latform up tach leg to lift hu ge . ection.
i )l to place. Thi, met hod u:a, one of .evcral
d evelop ed by P it t.burgh-D f!1J Moine, Steel Company
to build t he g iant . tai'l ll'1f/f I teei m Olw m ClI t.

Dominating the dramatic construction
work are two specially designed creeper
derricks with enough muscle to lift 50ton loads, enough control to place them
with a watchmaker's precision. Allowable tolerances are ± II. in. The derricks
lift themselves virtually by their own
"bootstraps" up the curved arch. Special
equ ipment maintains them on a level
keel regardless of the height and curvature of their position.
As the arch rises, the derricks will be
too high for workmen to climb down
during the course of the day. Derrick
platforms are therefore equipped with
personnel facilities including space for
lunch breaks as well as communication s
equipment.
Vertical tracks, made from 30-in. WF
steel beams with cover plates on both
sides, are spaced 24 feet apart and hold
a "sled" that supports the derri ck and
platform. Each track is attached to the
stainless steel skin of the arch with
brackets held by four 1114-in.-dia. highstrength steel bolts. These brackets
hold the tracks about 2 ft out from the
arch surface.
Four 5¥4-in.-dia. high strength steel
pins connect the sled to the tracks. Telescoping steel legs extend between the
outer corners of the platform framing
and the lower portion of the sled with
pin connections at both ends. As the

arch ri ses, its curvature increasingly departs from the vertical and the legs are
continuously shortened to keep the derrick platform level.
•
Sections of track are added in about
50-ft lengths, and the entire derrick
creeps up after every four sections of
the arch are erected. When the arch is
completed. the derrick will climb down
the tracks, lowering dismantled sections
of the track above it as it descends. Bolt
holes in the stainless steel surface will
be plugged and ground smooth.
Lifting an arch section in place takes
only about a half hour. When the section
is high enough to clear the completed
portion of the leg, the derrick swings it
into position and places its corners on
screw jacks which make final adjustments to position the section for welding. This is followed by installation of
post-tensioning bars and concrete pouring, completing the section.
Subcontractor for fabrication and
erection of th e nearly 4,000 tons of
structural and stainless steel plate is
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co. The
steel sandwich sections for the arch
walls are fabri cated in their Pittsburgh
and Warren, Pa., plants. General contractor on the $11.5-million monument .
is MacDonald Construction Co. of SI.
Louis. Completion of the arch is scheduled for early 1965.
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By applying the principals of plastic
design, we achieved signi f icant savings

in the building frame of the Health
Study Shopping Center presently under
construction in Adelphi, Md. The com·
plex is composed of two sections: One
is a two-story office building designed
for the addition of another floor at some
future date. The other section is one
story and wi II be occupied by several
shops. The whole complex is a medium
size shopping center.
The two·story portion of the building
is framed with steel beams and open
web joists using plywood and K clips
for the forming of a 2Jh-in. concrete

.

slab. It is 150 ft long and 125 It wide
with 25 x 25-ft bays. The live load is
100 psf and the partition allowance is
20 psf.
A36 steel coupled with the use of
Plastic design would have saved 18 percent of the steel tonnage if the most
economical sections in simple span and

•

plastic design are compared - 24WF76
versus 21WF62 ; however, since the
architectural requirements made it
necessary to use an 18-i n.-deep beam,
the savings achieved were reduced to
15 percent.
It is interesting to note that reducing
the depth of beam obtained by the timehonored formula WL / 8 to an architecturally required 18-in. depth would raise
the difference in weight of steel to 23
pounds per foot of beam or 27 percent
of its weight - 18WF64 versus 18WF85.
Further savings were realized by fabri cating the beams in two-span lengths
and setting the intermediate columns
on the top flanges of the beams. In th is
manner the beams were continuous over
two spans and simply supported at the
outer ends. By using this system of fram ·
ing, we were able to el iminate costly
splices to provide for con tinuity and
speed up the erection of the struct ural
steel. The steel erector estimates that
a little over eight days were saved in the
erection by eliminating through plates at
each concrete-filled pipe columns as
well as providong a frame that could be

PLASTIC
DESIGN
SAVES
STEEL
by Alexis Smislova,
Professional Engineer
Si m pl~

dl'toil a t itttt'rio r pipt'
collmnJ, .actl rrrC'lion t im€'
and /odlitatr, plum bing.

more easily plumbed. In addition to a
saving of 9"., tons of steel, further savings inherent in the steel frame because

of speed in erection, fabrication and detailing amount to approximately $30 a
ton. All the main connections were made
with ASTM A325 high strength bolts.
The method employed in forming the
2""-in. concrete slab consisted in using
'iii-in. plywood two feet wide held in
place by K clips.
Instead of the conventional two-foot
center-to-center spaci ng for the joists,
we chose a 2 ft-4 in. spacing to accommodate two-foot standard width plywood
sheets. Th is also saved two joi sts per
bay.
However, the net saving per bay was

less than the full weight of two joists
since the wide spacing made it necessary to use heavier joists. It is estimated
that the tonnage of open web joists
saved on the job amounted to three tons
for th e two floors.

The K clips provided an easy way to
strip the form s. Although i t was not done
on this job, the top row of bridging could
be eliminated si nce the combination of
plywood and K clip hold the top chord
of the joists securely in place. The general contractor estimates that, based on
four form uses, the savings in the forming of the slab to be 5'12 cents per square
foot as compared to th e permanent type
of form ing material such as corrugated
sheet metal .
In con clusion it is worthy to note that
the overall poundage of steel ran a little
over 7"., Ibs. per square foot, including
beams, joists and columns.
The archite ct for the project was
Donald N. Coupard & Associates of
Bethesda, Md., the structural engineers
Smislova & Carcaterra, Silver Spring,
Md. The general contractors are Adepco,
Inc., WaShington, D. C. Fabricating and
erectong wa s done by B & M Wel ding
and Ironworks, Inc. of Gaithersburg, Md.
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BRIDGE DESIGNER KAVANAGH COMMENTS
Dr. T. C.I<avanaghserved as a
mCmb(T 0/ the AISC jl(ry in selecting
the 1962 prize bridges. fie is a
par'ner jJj the Engineer-Architec t firm

0/

ProegcJ'·Ka 'l'an agh- Watf ·p'bury.

Since short-and medium-span bridges
are generally viewed at close range, the
continued recurrence of many standard

but time worn details, not in consonance
with architectural potentialities of steel
yet in many cases insisted upon by the
specifying agencies, points up a fertile
area where the steel industry can do
much to improve bridge architecture.
Massive concrete parapets, grossly
distorting the depth of the structure;
end pylons disproportionate in size,
breaking the smooth flow of the bridge
ribbon; handrails either blocking the
motorists' view or lacking in balancei

exposed stiffeners on fascia girders
where not essential; a slavish repetition
of curved "butterfly" or T-shaped concrete piers, which are really not as handsome as solid pier shafts with straight
ends tapered inward toward the bottom;
the weary and dangerous standardization of thruway bridges with vertical
piers at side shoulders or in center mall,
when the alternate of graceful inclined
strut frames is available to eliminate
these hazards completely; the continued
use of straight, broken-chord fascia

beams on curved bridges, when curved

fascias are available; the lack of recognition of wide box girders, which have

done so much for concrete bridge architecture, and which blend so well with
the substructure piers and single columns; the failure to incorporate prestress by tendons or externally induced
restraints,

to "slenderize" the struc-

ture ... these are commonly observed
evidences of the price we pay for standardization. Clearly, under such restrictions an imaginative bridge designer is
hard put to give full expression to, or to
make full application of new developments in theory and practice.

•

•
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A remarkable illustration of the extent of development possible when
freedom of aesthetic expression is en-

couraged, is in the field of long-span
bridges in Europe during the period of
reconstruction following the last war.
The truly beautiful funicular bridge

It; cable stiffened girder bridges both
with symmetrical towers or with a single
tower, as at Cologne; box girders of long
span; prestressed steel composite spans,
and many others.

•
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The six classical precepts of aesthetics set down by Vitruvius were ably
restated many years ago by William J.
Watson as they apply to bridge archi•
tecture, namely,
Arrangement - or functionalism.
Economy - as regards cost, efficiency
and lack of superfluity.
Order - or harmony of scale, material
and detail, as regards elements
and the whole.
Symmetry - or balance of parts.
Propriety - or honesty, lack of
deception.
Eurythmy - or element of beauty resulting from fitting adjustment of
members. Sometimes enhanced by

indigenous to and so

proper and significant ornamenta -

highly developed in America - namely,
the long-span suspension bridge and

tion.
It is fortunate that bridge designers
perhaps subconsciously incorporate
these precepts in the ordinary design
function. Nevertheless, they afford a
handy checklist by which the finished
design may be judged.

structures so

steel arch - were not only "rediscovered"

and refined by our European brothers,
but new concepts were developed in the
form of orthotropic plate construction;
deck plate girders with spans up to 850
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